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The sequence of Rademacher averages of measurable sets

Abstract. Let (Q, X, A) be the usual measure space of Lebesgue measurable sets of the unit 
interval Ü, and let (rn(t)) be the sequence of Rademacher functions on Q. Then for every set E in 
X the sequence F(E):= (§Ern(t)dA(t))el2. A natural question is: for how many sets E does F(E)elp 
for some p <  2? It is proved that the collection of all E’s for which F(E)elp for some p < 2  forms 
a set of the first category in X modulo the Я-null sets provided with the usual Fréchet-Nikodym 
metric induced by Я. Further, on applying a theorem due to Banach we see that the above 
“meager” collection is uncountable.

Introduction. Let {Q, I ,  À) be the usual measure space of Lebesgue 
measurable sets of the unit interval Q with Lebesgue measure A, (r„)„ the 
sequence of Rademacher functions on Q (i.e. rn(t) = sign sin 2"я:t, teQ), and 
define An(E) = 2§Ern(t)dÀ{t) for E e l  and yi ^  1. Then the sequence 
(A„(£))„ = F(E)el2 for all E eZ  and F is countably additive (c.a.) on Г; the 
technique of taking averages with respect to incomplete ONS is exploited 
in [5]. It is proved in ([7], Theorem A2) that every continuous linear operator 
from lq to L1 is compact if q > 2. Now let F : Г -> lp be c.a. where 1 < p < 2; the 
integration of functions in L00 with respect to F (as in [3], [5]) provides 
a bounded operator T from L00 to lp. Its adjoint T*: lq-+Ll is easily seen to be 
bounded, whence it is compact by the above theorem in [7], and then T  itself is 
compact by Schauder’s theorem. It follows that no infinite subsequence of the 
unit vector basis in lp is contained in the range of any c.a. measure for 
1 < p < 2 .  This statement also follows from Theorem 5 of [1]. It turns out 
(from the proof of Theorem 1) that once F(E) e lp for all E e I  for some p, then 
F : I  ->• lp becomes c.a., and so F (I) Ф lp for any such (fixed) p by above. On the 
positive side, if £ is a dyadic interval in Û then the sequence defining F(E) has 
only finitely many non-zero terms, whence F(E)el1. Thus, the following 
natural question arises: For “how many” sets £  in Г does F{E)elp for some 
p with 1 < p < 2? It follows from Theorem 1 that the collection of all such E is 
a set of first category in I  (with respect to the usual Fréchet-Nikodym metric 
on Г modulo the А-null sets), whereas in Proposition 2 we see on applying 
a classical theorem due to Banach that the above collection is uncoun
table.

The author is thankful to Professor A. E. Tonge for suggesting this
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problem and for many useful discussions; he is further indebted to Professor 
J. Diestel for his advice and encouragement.

Let us recall the Fréchet-Nikodÿm metric on I  modulo the cr-ideal of 
Я-null sets (which is denoted by I  itself for convenience): d(E, F):= l(E A F), 
E, F e l ,  where E A F  denotes symmetric difference of the sets E and F. As is 
well known, (I, d) is a complete metric space.

T h eo rem  1. Those sets E in I  for which F(E) : =  2(An(E))n is in lp for no 
p with 1 < p < 2 constitute a residual subset of (I ,  d).

Proof. Let p be arbitrary, 1 < p < 2, and let A e l  be non-null. Then we 
claim that there exists an EpM = E e l ,  E c= A, such that F(E)<£lp.

With p as above let us first prove that there is an E e l  such that Р(Е)ф1р; 
the “local” form will then be proved using this and theorems due to 
Bessaga-Pelczynski ([6], pp. 7; 53).

For the first step, suppose that there is a p as above for which F(E)elp for 
every E e l .  We see that F is c.a. by Nikodym’s theorem applied to the 
sequence of partial sums that define F; these (finite-dimensional) c.a. measures 
do converge to F for every E e l  by assumption.

Let Bn = {t: rn(t) = 1}; then we have, from the (rn)„’s independence,

and so F(Bn) = en. Hence all the e„’s are in the range of the measure F: Z->lp, 
which contradicts a result stated in the Introduction, and the first step is 
thereby proved.

Next we claim the “local” version stated at the beginning of the proof. This 
follows from the above, and the results of Bessaga and Pelczynski: every 
weakly null and not norm-null sequence in lp admits a subsequence that is 
equivalent to the unit vector basis of lp. Indeed, suppose that (for some p) 
there is an A with X{A) = <5 > 0 for which KA = FA(I) = {F(E): E e l ,  
E c= A} a  lp. Then FA is seen to be c.a. exactly as before and

However, the mth coordinate of xm is = X(A) — Ô > 0. The sequence
{хт/||хж|| : meN]  can be verified to be in the range of another c.a. measure; it 
has a subsequence that is equivalent to the unit vector basis of lp by the above 
theorems of Bessaga and Pelczynski. Hence the unit vector basis is in turn in 
the range of another c.a. measure, which is a contradiction.

To prove the theorem, let (p„)„ be an infinite sequence with 1 < pn < 2 such 
that pn increases to 2 as п-ю о. Given a p < 2, lp a  lPn for sufficiently large 
n and so it is sufficient to prove the conclusion of the theorem with the set 
1 < p < 2 replaced by the sequence (pn)n.

00

xm = SrmdFA = X ek(Srkrmdt)eKA- K A.
fc= 1 A
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For each n ^  1 let Zn = {E e l:  F(E)elPn} and Z'n = Z\Z„. It is enough to 
prove each Z'„ to be a dense Gô subset of Z, for then we have

00
{EeZ: Е(Е)ф1р for any p < 2} = {EeZ: F{E)<£lPn for any n} = f] Z'„,

n= 1

which is a residual subset of (Г, d) by Baire’s theorem. Thus we need to verify 
each Zn to be of first category. Now

00 00 /

r„= (J n I  K(£)r
m = l l = l  fc=l

and so it suffices to show (for any p) the set

FmJ = {E: £  IAt (E)\" s: m}
k= l

to be closed, and the set Fm = f]r=iFm,i to be nowhere dense. We see that 
FmJ is closed from the continuity of the maps <p,: Z-*R + defined by 
q>i{E) = £ k=i |Як(£)|р. For each Як is Я-continuous, i.e. continuous on (£, Я). 
Hence Fm is the intersection of the sequence (F of closed sets.

It remains to prove that each set Fm is nowhere dense. We need to show: 
for every E e Z  with ||F(£')||^:= \Xk(E)\p ^  m and s>  0 there exists an 
E1eZ  with d{E, Ek) = ЦЕАЕ^) < e and ||ir(JE1)||5 > w; it certainly suffices to 
find an Et for which ||ir(£1)||/, = oo.

(i) If E = 0  first choose any Fx in Z with 0 < A(Fj) < e. By the “local” 
version above there exists an Ex cz Fx, ExeZ,  such that F{Ex)^ lp, i.e. 
||F(£1)||p = oo and this Ex will do.

(ii) If E = Q, choose an Ex as in (i). Now each Ял(0) = rk(t) dt = 0, and 
F(Q) is the zero vector in lp, hence F(Ex)$lp implies —F(EX) = F(E\)$lp as 
well, where E\ is the complement of the set Ex. This time we can take E\, for 
X(Q AE\) = X(Ex) < e.

(iii) 0 < ЦЕ) < Я(О). In case ||F(£)||p = oo we can take Ex = E itself, so 
assume \\F{E)\\p < oo. As X(EC) > 0, we can choose as in case (i) an Fx c  Ec 
with 0 < A(Fj) < г and ||ir(ir1)||J, = oo. Setting E1 = E^j F1 we see that 
||iF(£1)||f, = oo and X(EAEx) = X(Fx) < e. Hence the set Fm is nowhere dense 
and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 1 and the fact, noted in the introduction, that there are some sets 
E for which F(E)el1 may tend to make us believe that F(E) is either in l1 or 
only in l2 for all E eZ .  In fact, the first category set of Theorem 1 is far from 
being empty, as we observe on applying a classical theorem due to Banach ([3],
[4]): for every x e l2 there is a continuous function/ = f x on [0, 1] such that the 
sequence (§f-rkdX)k (=  j / dF) of its Rademacher averages is x.

Define a: Z-+R+ by a(£) = inf{p: 1 < p < 2 and F(E) = (J£rkd2)ke /P}; 
then we have
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Proposition 2. For every p with 1 < p <2 there exists a set E in Z such 
that a (E) = p.

Proof. We note first that the measure F : Z1-»/2 (in the definition of a) is 
Lyapunov, for F is constructed by taking averages with respect to the 
incomplete orthonormal system (rk)k in L2 (see [5]). Consequently, the range of 
F is weakly compact and convex and equals the set К = {j cp dF: 
(peLx (X), (peP) where P = {<peL°°: 0 ^  (p(t) ^  1 for A-a.e. t} ([5]). Next, 
§nrk(t)dt = 0 for all k, i.e. F(Q) = 0 and so 0 is the center of symmetry of the 
range of F (in general, the center is ^F(Q)). Since the closed unit ball of L°°(2) is 
B = P — P and the map (p\-+\(pdF is linear, we get {J dF : (peB} = К —К 
= F(Z)-F(Z) = 2F(Z), for -F (Z) = F(Z) and F(Z) is convex.

Now, given p, choose an x e lp but not in F for any y < p  (e.g. 
x = ((l/k llp)-(logk)2lp)k2 2)• According to the theorem of Banach, there is an 
f e  C[0, 1] such that J / dF = x. Since x #  0, /  ф 0, and we normalize/to get 
g —//ll/lloo in But then j gdFe2F{Z) by the above, and so there exists a set 
E in Z such that

SgdF = 2F(E), or F(E) = fdF  = x/2\\f\\x .

By the choice of x it is clear that a (E) = p, and the proposition is thereby 
proved.

Rem ark. The use of Banach’s theorem is inspired by [5] where it is 
shown that there exists a measure into l2 whose range contains 0 as an interior 
point.
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